
E2  - Klasse 6   -   Relative clauses 

 

KEVIN´S EXTRA WORK 

Kevin has been a real pain and so the teachers have given him some extra work. He must write a report about his 
school.  First he writes this: 

1. This is a report about my school. I go to this school. 

2. My favourite teacher is a woman. Her parents came from India. 

3. You all know those endless days. They are much too long for us. 

4. But in the afternoon there are the activities. They are offered to all pupils here. 

5. First I want to talk about the time table. Our teachers gave it to us on our first day here. 

6. I have to sit next to this strange boy. His parents never allow him to play with us after school. 

He wants to make his report shorter and so he uses relative clauses: 1. This is a report about the school that/which 
I go to.   Go on with the other sentences. 
 
 
 

KEVIN DOESN´T UNDERSTAND 

Kevin also has to do some homework in German. He must translate German sentences into English, but he thinks 
they are strange. Help him to translate them! Use relative pronouns!! 

1. Das ist der Raum, in dem die Schüler ihre Tests schreiben. 

2. Wer ist der Lehrer, mit dem gestern alle Eltern gesprochen haben. 

3. Die Jungen, mit denen Ben zur Schule geht, sind alle Texaner. 

4. Ja, das sind die Kinder, über die gerade jeder spricht! 
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He wants to make his report shorter and so he uses relative clauses: 1. This is a report about the school that/which 
I go to.   Go on with the other sentences. 
 
 
 

KEVIN DOESN´T UNDERSTAND 

Kevin also has to do some homework in German. He must translate German sentences into English, but he thinks 
they are strange. Help him to translate them! Use relative pronouns!! 

1. Das ist der Raum, in dem die Schüler ihre Tests schreiben. 

2. Wer ist der Lehrer, mit dem gestern alle Eltern gesprochen haben. 

3. Die Jungen, mit denen Ben zur Schule geht, sind jünger.. 

4. Das sind die Kinder, über die gerade jeder spricht! 



Homework 

 

1. This is a report about the school that I go to. 

2. My favourite teacher is a woman whose parents came from 
India. 

3. You all know those endless days which/that are much too long 
for all of us. 

4. But in the afternoon there are the activities which/that are 
offered to all pupils here. 

5. First I want to talk about the time table which our teachers gave 
to us on our first day here. 

6. I have to sit next to this strange boy whose parents never allow 
him to play with us after school. 

 

1. That  is the room which/that the pupils write their tests in. 

2. Who is the teacher who/that all parents talked to yesterday? 

3. The boys that Ben goes to school with are younger. 

4. These are the children who/that everybody is 
talking/speaking about  

 


